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On an evening during autumn we were talking about things you talk about
sometimes; about different kinds of trans activism, about the history, about a
wish for knowledge exchange between generations of trans activists, about the
fact that we don’t know that much. We talked about a wish for testimonies about
and documentation of trans activism, about learning from the history that hasn’t
been told and that doesn’t reach us, about a wish for a broader perspective of
what trans activism is and should be, about a wish for a broader representation
of trans activist stories, about longing to have the trans activist history in
Sweden gathered and available to us all. From this, an idea took shape of how
to make this a reality, and that is what you have in front of you right now. We
hereby invite you to be a part of a collective process where we write trans
activist history together!
INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Write your stories about trans activism! What have you done together
with others or by yourself? Was it a specific event or a longer period of
time? What was it about? How did you do it? When? What kind of
reactions did it get? What did you feel? What did you learn? Why was it
trans activism for you? You decide what you want to share with us and
you don’t have to answer the questions we’ve written here, they are just
a support. The things we do want you to write is WHERE and WHEN it
happened. You write as long or as short you want, we’d rather have
anything than nothing. You can also be a group of people who write it
together!
2. Sent your stories to transaktivism@mail.com. (Include if you would like
to be anonymous or publish your full name or part of it with your story.)
3. We will share your stories on transaktivism.nu, Facebook and Instagram!
WE’RE LONGING FOR YOUR TRANS ACTIVIST MEMORIES!
//El and Mio

